Effective: March 31, 2011  
TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY  
Permanent Rule Change  
Rule Project No. 2010-024-319-OW  
Revisions to Clarify Safety Recommendations to the  
Public in the Event of a Wastewater Spill  
Chapter 319  
General Regulations Incorporated into Permits  
Subchapter C

1. Purpose. This change transmittal provides the page(s) that reflect changes and additions to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (commission) Volume of Permanent Rules.

2. Explanation of Change. On March 9, 2011, the commission adopted the amendment of §319.302, and §319.303.

Section 319.302 was adopted with changes to the proposed text as published in the November 5, 2010, issue of the Texas Register (35 TexReg 9831). Section 319.303 was adopted without changes to the proposed text and was not republished.

3. Effects of Change. The WQD is recommending revisions to §319.302 and §319.303 to replace the notification form with minimum required spill notice elements and clarify recommended safety actions for the general public. The Field Operations Support Division and Water Quality Division have coordinated together on revisions to the sections under consideration.